Abstract⎯In this paper, we describe a verification method for families of distributed systems generated by a context-sensitive network grammar of a special kind. The grammar includes special non-terminal symbols, so-called quasi-terminals, which uniquely correspond to grammar terminals. These quasi-terminals specify processes that are mergings of basic system processes; in contrast, simple nonterminals specify networks of parallel compositions of these processes. The verification method is based on the model-checking technique and abstraction. An abstract representative model for a family of systems depends on their specification grammar and the system properties to be verified. This model simulates the behavior of the systems in such a way that the properties holding for the representative model are satisfied for all these systems. The properties of the representative model can be verified by the model-checking method. The properties of the system generated are specified using the universal branching time logic with finite deterministic automata as atomic formulas. We demonstrate the application of the proposed method to verification of some properties of a multiagent system for conflict resolution, particularly for context-dependent disambiguation in ontology population. We also suggest that this approach should be used for verification of computations on subgrids that are subgraphs of computation grids. In particular, it can be used to compute the parity of the number of active processes in a subgrid.
INTRODUCTION
The current paper is focused on the problem of disambiguation in ontology population from text data in natural language. In [7] , we described some text-analysis algorithms that generate a system of information agents corresponding to the instance of a given ontology and input data. The specificity of the natural language is responsible for ambiguity during the ontology population, and agents were designed to resolve it. For disambiguation, we proposed to estimate the context of the instance agents, i.e., estimate how strongly the information possessed by an agent connects it with other agents, in order to select the agent with the maximum integration in the text. We developed a generalized algorithm for conflict resolution in multiagent systems [9] that is focused on multiagent ambiguity resolution [8] with elimination of the less integrated agents from the system. During operation of the algorithm, all agents execute, in a parallel mode, quite complex protocols with regular local synchronization. Hence, to prove the correctness of this algorithm, formal methods need to be used. As a verification technique, we selected the model-checking method. In this case, we deal with a specific multiagent system for conflict resolution. Works on multiagent systems are generally focused on the behavior of agents, their communication methods, their knowledge and beliefs about other agents and the environment, and so on [6, 13] . Works devoted to conflict resolution often describe it in terms of the behavior exhibited by an agent (which depends on its internal state, as well as on its reasoning and argumentation strategies) while disregarding the dynamics of connections among the agents [11] . There are works that consider the dynamics of weighted connections, but these connections are homogeneous and their change does not affect the internal state of the agents [5] . On the other hand, the works devoted to analysis of social networks, in which agents use typed connections, do not take into account their weights [1] . As far as we know, there are no works on verification of conflict-resolution algorithms similar to those considered in this paper.
The model-checking method is widely used for verification of distributed and multiagent systems [3] . In our case, it is required to verify an infinite family of such systems rather than just one system. To verify infinite families of distributed networks, a special model-checking method was proposed in [2] . This method is based on context-free network grammars that generate families of distributed systems, as well as on abstraction with the use of finite-state automata. The idea of the method is to construct a network invariant based on a given grammar. This invariant simulates the behavior of all systems in a family with respect to the abstract functions associated with the properties to be verified, which are expressed in terms of the branching time logic . Owing to coordinated simulation, the properties holding for the representative invariant also hold for all systems in the family. However, in [2] , only context-free grammars were investigated, whereas our model of a multiagent system is generated by a context-sensitive grammar of a special kind. In this paper, we define this grammar by extending the standard definition of a contextfree network grammar [2] with the concepts of quasi-terminals and the merge operator. We show that the verification method described in [2] can also be used for the families of the systems generated by this new grammar because its properties are similar to those of the original grammar.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 formulates the basic definitions. Section 2 presents the results of the new merge operator used in our context-sensitive grammar with quasi-terminals. Section 3 describes the use of the proposed verification method for a conflict-resolution system and for computations on subgrids. The directions for further research are discussed in the Conclusions.
BASIC DEFINITIONS
Let us adapt the necessary definitions from [2] . The modifications concern the merge operator and quasi-terminals of a network grammar. The definition of depends on the exact semantics of the composition and merge functions. Suppose that is a word of length in the alphabet .
Definition 3.
Given a set of states and a set of actions , any subset of is called a network on the tuple . Let us define a context-sensitive network grammar with quasi-terminals (CSNQ grammar). The set of all LTSs derived by the network grammar forms a network that is also an LTS. Suppose that we have a set of states and a set of actions . A CSNQ grammar is a grammar where ⎯Τ is a finite set of terminals, each being an LTS from the class (these LTSs are referred to as the basic processes);
⎯ is a set of quasi-terminals, each being an LTS from the class (their merging defines an LTS); ⎯a mapping associates quasi-terminals with terminals;
⎯Ν is a finite set of nonterminals (each nonterminal defines a network); ⎯P is a set of production rules of the form , where and is a composition function; ⎯ , where for and is a merge function;
⎯ represents the network generated by the grammar. Note that such grammars are context-free with respect to the composition function and are contextsensitive with respect to the merge function. Note also that, since the set of quasi-terminals can be infinite, generally speaking, the set of production rules including quasi-terminals can also be unbounded. The unbounded sets of rules can be defined, e.g., by regular expressions. However, it is obvious that such grammars generate finite process networks.
To specify the properties of the models comprising a finite but uncertain number of LTSs, we define a finite-state automaton over the alphabet .
Definition 4. is a deterministic automaton over , where
⎯Q is a set of automaton states; ⎯ is the initial state;
⎯ is the transition relation;
⎯ is a set of accepting states; and ⎯ is a set of words accepted by the automaton . We use finite-state automata over to specify atomic state properties. Suppose that is an automaton over . The state is feasible in ( ) . As a specification language, we use the universal branching time logic [2] with finite-state automata over as atomic formulas. The syntax of includes formulas composed of Boolean constants; atomic formulas; connectives , , and ; and branching time modalities , , and with the standard semantics. Recall the definition of an abstract LTS from [2] . For simplicity, suppose that the specification language includes only one atomic formula . Given the automaton and a word , a function induced by on , , is defined as . Note that . The two states and are equivalent:
. The function is called an abstraction of and is denoted by . The relation is extended to the abstract states: . Therefore, . Suppose that is a set of functions corresponding to a deterministic automaton . An abstraction function extended to is defined as for ; the extension of the functions to is . Below, we consider LTSs in a network on the tuple .
Definition 5 (of an abstract LTS).
For 
, there is such that and .
MODEL CHECKING WITH THE MERGE OPERATOR
The first two propositions of the following lemma were proved in [2] , while the third one is proved below. . The proof of proposition 3 is straightforward:
due to proposition 1 and . j The following theorem on satisfiability of properties in an LTS and in a system simulating it was proved in [2] . This theorem holds for our method as well because it is unrelated to the new grammar. Let us modify the definitions and results for synchronous systems from [2] taking into account the merge operator. As a model, we use a special kind of LTSs, namely, a Moore machine , in which the set of inputs and the set of outputs are disjoint. This machine also has a special internal action denoted by . The set of actions is , where each noninternal action is a set of inputs and outputs. A transition from a state in a machine for such that and occurs only if the environment supplies inputs and the machine produces outputs . For the merge operator, the sets of inputs and outputs of the machines to be merged should also be disjoint. Suppose . The proof is complete. j The concept of a representative makes it possible to construct a simulation invariant. Given a CSNQ grammar , each of its symbols is associated with a representative process . The definition of the monotonicity property is adapted to a set of representative processes in the CSNQ grammar:
⎯for all terminals and quasi-terminals of , ; ⎯for every rule , . Let us adapt the proof of the following theorem [2] to the CSNQ grammar.
Theorem 2.
Suppose that is a monotonic grammar and there are representatives for the symbols of that satisfy the monotonicity property. Suppose also that is a symbol of the grammar and is an LTS derived from by the rules of . Then, . Proof. Let us prove that . Since , the result is implied by transitivity. Assume that , i.e., derives in steps. Induction on . [ ] The case was proved in [2] . [ ] Suppose that are quasi-terminals in a rule for . Then, the proof follows from the monotonicity property and Lemma 1.
[ ] The case was proved in [2] . j The verification method coincides with that in [2] because they require similar theorems for their substantiation. Suppose that we have a monotonic grammar and a formula ϕ with atomic formulas . To check whether all LTSs derived by the grammar satisfy ϕ, we perform the following steps. 1. For every symbol in , select a representative process and construct an abstract LTS with respect to the formulas . 2. Check whether the set of representatives satisfies the monotonicity property. Theorem 2 implies that holds for every derived by . 3. Perform model checking on for the specification ϕ. By Theorem 1, if , then holds for every LTS derived by the grammar . To find monotonic representatives, we use an algorithm from [2] with as an initial representative set for every quasi-terminal of .
EXAMPLES
In this section, we define some grammars generating a multiagent conflict-resolution system and computation subgrids; we also specify the basic processes of the systems generated, as well as the formulas expressing the properties of these systems. Note that, in contrast to a generative grammar for subgrids, a grammar for conflict-resolution systems has finite sets of quasi-terminals and rules. The description of the processes for constructing deterministic finite automata, which underlay the abstract state functions of the systems generated, as well as constructing coordinated representatives for the symbols of the grammars, is beyond the scope of this paper.
Multiagent Conflict Resolution System
The multiagent conflict resolution algorithm for ontology population is described in detail in [9] , while the special-purpose ambiguity resolution system corresponding to this algorithm is described in [8] . In this paper, we briefly describe the communication structure of the multiagent system without considering the actions on incoming message processing carried out by the agents.
Suppose that we have a set of member agents. Some agents are in conflict, which corresponds to some sort of ambiguity. A master agent constructs a conflict-free set of agents taking into account the integration of the conflict agents into the system. This integration is estimated by calculating the weights and conflict
weights of the agents. A conflict is resolved by removing or modifying weak agents. The master agent executes the basic protocol by constructing the conflict-free set, while the other agents execute the weight calculation protocols.
Each member agent is connected with the master via a two-way channel. The member agents are interrelated by labeled connections whose types correspond to their response to a conflict: remove ( ) or update (
). All labeled connections are acyclic. Processing of each conflict response induced by a particular connection is regarded as an individual basic process. A member agent can be a union of these processes. This constitutes the structure of the grammar generating a family of our multiagent systems for different numbers of agents interconnected in different ways. The agents are interrelated by two-way channels corresponding to the labeled connections. This multiagent network is generated by a context-sensitive grammar with quasi-terminals , which is defined as follows. Suppose that we have a set of connections and every connection is of a conflict type . Then, for the grammar , we have ⎯terminals , where or and ;
⎯quasi-terminals ; ⎯associative mapping defined as , and for each ; ⎯nonterminals ; ⎯set of production rules for each : 1.
2.
3.
4.
, where for each , and if , then ( ) for every . Informally, the rules of the grammar allow one to construct acyclic trees of connections with an arbitrary number of descendants and then merge their vertices. A parallel composition of agents (processes) is synchronous. The weight calculation protocols are highly parallel; therefore, it is very important to prove their termination and correct synchronization. These properties need to be satisfied for correct calculation of the weights. This calculation can be initiated by sending the corresponding tokens.
The states of all basic processes are determined by the following state variables: ⎯ is a process name; ⎯ : set , where is a connection label; is a connection type; is a direction: descendant ( ) or ancestor ( ) with a name ; and is an absence status; ⎯ is an absence status; ⎯ is an active status; ⎯ is a status of previous activity. The input and output channels of a basic process correspond to the names, types, and directions of . For a synchronous composition of basic processes with different names, the corresponding channels with identical names are united. When merging the processes with the same , the sets of channels and the sets of are joined. Processes with different names cannot be merged, while processes with the same cannot be included into a parallel composition. Transitions are determined by sending and receiving tokens via channels. The initial state is , where is a nonrem upd 9. . Suppose that we need to compute the parity of the number of the active processes in a subgrid that can be reached from the initiator process. For this purpose, we can use a simple distributed echo algorithm [12] . Assume that we have a set of directions . The states of all basic processes are determined by the following state variables:
⎯ is a set of channels; ⎯ is the name of a neighbour; ⎯ are neighbour processes; ⎯ is the active status; ⎯ is the parity of activity. The input and output channels of a basic process correspond to directions of . For a synchronous composition of basic processes, the channels and , and are connected. When merging processes, the sets of channels and the sets of are joined. Transitions are determined by sending and receiving tokens via channels. The initial state is
